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IDENTITY AND ACCESS

Clarity on Goals: Begin with the End in Mind

Identify Stakeholders:

Map Access Based on Needs

Efficiency

Improved User Experience
Diffuse to Choose, a diffusion-based language model that allows users to virtually place any emoji in any setting, ensuring detailed, semantically coherent art, lighting, and shadows. Code and demo will be released.

Two new embedding models, new GPT-4 Turbo and new API usage management tools, and lower costs. The updated GPT-4 Turbo can now be deployed in production at "polishes" AI models, is now available. Details.

a LM 2 1.6B, 1.6 billion parameter small in multilingual data in English, Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch. Stable LM 2 1.6B commercially and non-commercially with a license fee.

Details.

AutoRT, an AI-powered feature designed to help gift ideas based on specific preferences. Details.

14. Google announced AutoRT, a framework that uses foundation models to scale up the deployment of operational robots in completely unseen scenarios with minimal human intervention. In AutoRT, a VLM describes the scene, an LLM selects policies, and filters for affordability and safety, then